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A trip of a lifetime

This article originally appeared in the May issue of the Hopkins Public Schools Update.
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XinXing@West eighthgraders spent the better part
of the school year preparing
for their two-week trip to
China. They watched cultural
videos, listened to lectures
from their Chinese teachers,
and memorized customs like
accepting gifts with both
hands and saying thank you
at least 10 times. However,
in many ways, these students
and their parents have been
preparing since kindergarten.
The trip is a rite of passage
for students in the Hopkins
Chinese immersion
program, and this year’s
eighth-grade class is the
first to experience it.
“This trip has always
been the vision of the
parents,” said Molly

Wieland, XinXing coordinator. “Our
hope is that this will be a stepping stone to
college-abroad experiences.”

News, p.3-4

Strong parent support from
the beginning

An international trip of this scale may
not have been possible without the support
of Bei Dou Xing, a parent group dedicated
to the success of the Hopkins’ Chinese
immersion program. The group fundraises
tirelessly and has established a cultural
exchange fund for each kindergarten class.
These funds cover miscellaneous expenses
related to the eighth-grade trip, including
chaperones, uniforms for students, gifts
for the home stay families, and the student
exchange with China. Parents are required
to pay the travel expenses for their children.
“When I think about my child going
to China, I get teary because of awesome
opportunity that it is,” said Betsy Lindquist,
continued on page 7
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The Marsh hosts tai
ji master
By Greg Hugh
As part of the 31st anniversary
celebration and Founder’s Day activities,
The Marsh, a center for balance and fitness
located in Minnetonka, Minn, recently held
a presentation by internationally known
tai ji (formerly known as tai chi) Master
Chunglian Al Huang for its members and
guests.
According to Ruth Sticker, founder of
the Marsh, “Chungliang Al Huang is a dear
friend and my mentor for over 35 years. It
was his friendship and collaboration that
inspired the philosophy of balance at The
Marsh. He is fondly remembered for his
numerous past presentations at The Marsh
and we are honored to have him with us
again.”
Huang last visited The Marsh in
2010 when he helped celebrated its 25th
anniversary. He performed during the
unveiling of “Single Whip,” an important
bronze abstract sculpture by the famous
Chinese sculptor Zhu Ming. The sculpture
continues to be on display at the entrance of
The Marsh and is symbolic of The Marsh’s
philosophy of balance.
Huang’s presentation, “Embrace Tiger,
Return to Mountain,” explored differences
of Eastern and Western cultures while
focusing on the best of both yin yang
approach and the use of tai ji as a metaphor
for taking care of ourselves and reaching
out to others. Huang also noted that this
is the year of the monkey and encouraged
us to let go of “the branch” occasionally
so that one can become more grounded in

life to determine the difference between
reality and illusion. He also explored the
Five Moving Forces of Nature: fire, water,
wood, metal and earth.
The presentation was punctuated with
calligraphy, stories, Taoist and Confucian
concept and group tai ji movements
through which Huang sought to teach
the group resilience, the key to
staying upright in a world of
turmoil. The presentation was
followed with a book signing
and reception.
Huang also held a special tai
ji class the next day that focused
on the tai ji ritual, a set of
movements to help each of us to
find center for more effectively
balancing the energies of life.
Huang is founder/president
of Living Tao Foundation and
additional information can be
found at www.livingtao.org.
The Marsh is a 67,000-squarefoot wellness center situated on
the edge of a scenic Minnetonka
wetland. On premise are a
medically based wellness center,
lap swimming and warm water
therapy pools, group exercise
and Pilates studios, a full-service spa,
an award-winning restaurant, a designer
boutique, six overnight guest rooms and
several unique meditative spaces. The
center’s art, architecture and programs
reflect Stricker’s study and appreciation of
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Chinese culture. Its popular lecture series
features guest speakers from around the
world who reflect her varied interests
and passions, especially in engaging
community members in conversation about
their own health and well-being. Learn
more at www.TheMarsh.com. ♦
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Commentary:
Time for Washington to self-question its Asia-Pacific policy
have escalated in recent years as Washington
repeatedly sent military aircraft and vessels to
the region to carry out missions of what it called
“freedom of navigation,” and held joint military
exercises with some claimants.
The U.S. behavior has made some countries
more assertive and fueled their delusions to
continue to exploit illegal interests on South
China Sea islands and reefs.
For instance, the Philippine government led
by outgoing President Benigno Aquino, despite
criticism from the international community,
unilaterally initiated an invalid arbitration case
against China over the maritime territorial
disputes in 2013.
Another topic that Obama’s Vietnam visit
will touch upon is whether to lift the arms
embargo on Vietnam, which was partially relaxed
in 2014.
It is welcome that Vietnam improves its ties
with any other country including the United
States. However, such rapprochement should
not be used by the United States as a tool to
threaten or even damage the strategic interests
of a third country.
On the other hand, Obama, during his Asia
visit, will endeavor to push through the TPP,

[BEIJING, May 22] -- In the countdown to a
farewell to the White House and prior to perhaps
his last visit to Asia as a sitting U.S. president,
Barack Obama should reflect upon his policies
that failed to contribute to regional peace and
stability.
Obama starts a weeklong trip to Vietnam and
Japan on Sunday.
Picking Vietnam, a former bitter foe that is
now seeking to enhance ties with Washington,
and Japan, a traditional ally, as his destinations,
Obama aims to consolidate the “Asia-Pacific
rebalance” and the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) that would cement an economic alliance
between the United States and 11 other Pacificrim countries including Vietnam and Japan.
In Obama’s first visit to Vietnam, the South
China Sea issue is expected to be one of the topics
high on his agenda.
The issue related to the South China Sea,
one of the world’s most important trade routes,
is mainly about maritime territorial disputes
between China and some other Asian countries,
which should be solved through negotiations
under the Declaration on the Conduct of Parties
in the South China Sea.
However, tensions in the South China Sea

which he is also trying to sell it at home as
ratification by Congress remains in doubt in the
2016 election year.
The TPP, which covers nearly 40 percent of
the global economy, is one of the paths toward
establishing a free trade zone in the Asia-Pacific.
The accord is considered by the Obama
administration as one of its achievements to
intensify the U.S. engagement with a fastgrowing region. But it should not become a
political tool for Washington to make rules in
Asia, as global trade rules are not determinable
by a single country -- by neither China nor the
United States alone -- and should rather be
established by the international community.
Obama will also visit the atomic-bombed
Japanese city of Hiroshima, a symbolic move
showing his efforts to build a nuclear-free world,
which is considered an important piece of his
foreign policy legacies.
Some legacies may seem positive, at least in
the short term. But others are much bitter. The
legacies that can be tested by history are those
that are bequeathed out of cooperation instead
of containment and that are conducive to peace
and development in the region and the world. ♦
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Kublai Khan’s Imperial
C h i n a Palace located
Briefs

He loves shoes

Female employees at a company reported
their footwear had gone missing from their
lockers. The police were brought in and a
man from Hubei Province was caught redhanded with two pairs of stolen shoes. When
his home was searched, there were 159 pairs
on his verandah and under his bed.
He explained the stolen goods’ “odor
makes me happy.” Netizen comments
included: “If he smelled my shoes, he
definitely would no longer have this fetish.”
and “Good thing he doesn’t like the odor of
women’s poo.”
The police, however, are taking his shoe
fetish crime seriously.

No Gucci for the dead

Ah, yes … how to honor your ancestors on
Tomb Sweeping Day? Provide luxury items
for use in their afterlife, of course! Paper bags
and shoes imprinted with the Gucci logo are
hot items and Gucci, in an attempt to control
knockoffs, have notified six Hong Kong shops
to stop the practice of selling its paper “luxury”
goods, telling them it’s an infringement of its
trademark. Oh well, guess it’s back to paper
iPhones, Ferraris and the old standby of the
netherworld’s paper currency. Let the dead
go shopping on their own, I say!

Air is not free

Not pure Aussie air! Health-conscious
Chinese tired of breathing polluted Beijing
air can grab a can of Aussie air. Yep, like
a salty whiff? Get Bondi. Like the smell
of eucalyptus? Get Blue Mountains. The
Aussie air comes in five flavours and costs
AUD$18.80 per 130 puffs. Two Australian
blokes who started selling souvenir trinkets to
Chinese tourists came up with the idea, taking
“take a bit of Australia home” to new levels!
Seems like Australians are not first-to-market
though; Canadians and local Chinese have
been offering mountain air in cans and plastic
bags for a while!

Efficiency or
discrimination?

Women-only security lanes have started
popping up at Chinese airports (Beijing,
Kunming, Shenzhen, Wuhan). Because
women often pack a lot of cosmetics that need
longer inspection of luggage, the women-only
lanes allow male travelers to get through
security faster. Also, women-only lanes are
staffed by female staff, giving women travelers
more privacy if they are frisked or asked to
remove layers of clothing.
Will the PC police allow this in the U.S.?
What do you think?

Finger-lickin’ good

In May, KFC Hong Kong launched a
tasting event to pick the winning flavor for a
KFC nail polish: “Original” or “Hot & Spicy.”
Product availability depends on demand,
said KFC’s ad agency representative. What
colors are the flavors? Pale bluff and scarlet,
respectively.

Porcelain pieces and broken tiles buried
for more than 600 years have been found
underneath the center of the royal residence
in Beijing’s Forbidden City. The pieces
were found last year and tests to confirm
their age were just completed. Built
between 1406-1420, Khan’s Imperial Palace
was always suspected to be in Beijing. As
the first non-native Chinese emperor, Kublai
Khan was the grandson of Genghis Khan,
and established the Yuan Dynasty (12711368), which ruled over Mongolia, Korea
and all of China. ♦

New smart technology
to catch fake goods
Guangdong province will employ
modern information technology to
sniff out fake and low-quality goods.
It is based on examining individual
container information entered into a
database by Customs, port delivery
and the shipping manifest. If the
information is inconsistent, the
container will be detained for manual
inspection. ♦

Combined rail-road
transport service to
Nepal launched
People’s Daily, May 12
On May 11, an international freight train
left Lanzhou, capital city of northwestern
Gansu province, for Kathmandu, Nepal.
The 1511-mile rail journey changed
over to road transport in Xigaze, Tibet, for
an additional 450 miles. The entire journey
took 10 days, 35 days less than the traditional
ocean route.
The train had 43 cars and 86 cargo
containers carrying daily necessities and
home appliances, andwill further promote
the rapid growth of related industries in
China’s Gansu province, Qinghai province,
Tibetan Autonomous Region and South
Asian regions. ♦

Can you do
this?
The backhand touching challenge
is all over the Chinese social network.
The challenge, which trended the end of
2015, entails touching your own breast by
reaching your hand around your back. It
first started with touching the belly button,
but quickly moved to the breast. Thousands
(most of them women) have posted selfies
of their attempts on Chinese social media.
It is said that if you can do it, it proves you
have a well-developed bust. ♦
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The graying of China

The People’s Republic of China is the
largest country, in terms of population size, in
the world today. And its population is rapidly
aging owing to its one-child policy and lower
mortality rate as a result of better healthcare
and nutrition. China faces a big challenge,
bigger than the U.S., in dealing with the
economic and social impact presented by an
aging population.
Per Worldometers, as of late May 20,
2016, China’s population is estimated at
1,381,629,882. The statistics below are from
a government report released in January 2013
of a survey conducted between 2011-2012 of
17,708 individuals across the country.
1,360,720,000 was the population
count of mainland China as of September 2013
and does not include Hong Kong, Macau and
Taiwan. The 2015 estimate is approximately
1.4 billion.
19.75 percent of the world’s population
is Chinese.
363 people per square mile makes China
ranks 81 in population density. However.
Shanghai, the largest city in the country and
the world, has a population density of 9,700
people per square mile.
194 million of the population are over the
age of 60, which is projected to increase to
440 million by 2050.
24 percent of the older people surveyed
reported having difficulty completing basic
daily activities by themselves, meaning 44
million older people need assistance with basic
daily activities.
40 percent, approximately 74 million, of
these aging Chinese displayed high levels of
depressive symptoms.
54 percent, or approximately 100 million of
the aging Chinese had hypertension.
89 percent of the older folks who need
assistance with daily activities receive
help from family members. This means
approximately 5 million receive no assistance.
2.1 nursing home beds are available for
every 1,000 seniors in 2015. One solution
to mitigate the problem is the government is
developing more in-home nursing.
100 years is the wait-time for getting into a
Beijing No. 1 Social Welfare nursing home,
according a January 2013 Beijing Evening
News article.
4:2:1 stands for the problem created
by the one-child policy from the past three
decades in China: a family may consist of four
grandparents, two and a single child. There
will be only one child taking care of up to six
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Chinese real estate
investment plays
growing role in U.S.
economy
[NEW YORK, May 16, 2016] — Chinese
direct investment in U.S. real estate has grown
dramatically and visibly since 2010, according
to a new report by Asia Society and Rosen
Consulting Group (RCG) titled “Breaking
Ground: Chinese Investment in U.S. Real Estate.”
The report provides the first comprehensive
analysis of Chinese inbound investment into all
areas of U.S. real estate. More than any foreign
investor other than Canada, China stands out for
the breadth, depth, and speed of its participation
in the U.S. real estate market.
According to the report, Chinese investors
acquired at least $17.1 billion of existing
commercial property between 2010 and 2015,
representing an annual growth rate of 70. Half
of that investment came in 2015 alone.
While 70 percent of commercial real estate
transaction value between 2010 and 2015 was
concentrated in the New York, Los Angeles
and San Francisco metro areas, the remaining
volume is spread widely throughout the rest of
the country.
Chinese buyers spent at least $93 billion on

residential real estate between 2010 and 2015.
Spending rose at an annual rate of 20 percent
and provided important demand in many local
markets hit by the housing crisis. California
accounted for 35 percent of Chinese home
purchases in 2015, followed by Washington
state with 8 percent of sales, and New York at
7 percent. These markets correlate well with
the availability of direct flights from China and
established Chinese and Chinese American
populations.
Chinese capital has had a significant impact
on the U.S. economy and jobs, the report finds.
Chinese-funded projects under construction
or planned totaled at least $15 billion by the
end of 2015. These range from multi-billiondollar mixed-use projects in Los Angeles and
the San Francisco Bay Area to smaller-scale
developments in secondary markets. The report
also estimates that the EB-5 immigration visa
program has generated at least $9.5 billion of
Chinese investment capital and contributed to
the creation of 200,000 jobs since 2010.
Despite China’s recent economic turbulence,

the volume of investment in U.S. real estate
will continue to grow. In the short term, capital
controls will likely slow individual purchases of
U.S. homes, the biggest component of Chinese
real estate investment, and slow the growth rate
of commercial property acquisitions.
Chinese direct investment across existing
U.S. commercial real estate assets and residential
purchases excluding new development projects,
however, could still total at least $218 billion,
cumulatively, from 2016 through 2020. Beyond
2020, Chinese investment in U.S. real estate
could accelerate further, thanks to a widening
pool of Chinese investors, many of whom have
not ventured into U.S. real estate; increasing
global appetite by Chinese developers and
construction companies; a $1.6-trillion insurance
industry that has become active overseas but
invested just a fraction of funds available for
real estate projects; and new Chinese investment
vehicles such as private equity funds.
“This wave of investment is coming from
diverse sources in China,” said Arthur Margon,
a partner at RCG and one of the authors of the

report. “But that’s really a small piece of the
potential investor universe.”
“Breaking Ground” combines information
from public records, reports and trade groups
with RCG’s database, based in part on gathering
of data and interviews with industry sources.
The report also presents discussions of the
motivations and drivers for various Chinese
investors; benefits and impediments posed by
this wave of investment; analysis and projections
of the sustainability of Chinese investment
in commercial and residential property; and
recommendations for U.S. and Chinese investors,
policy makers, and stakeholders to keep
investment channels open.
“Policymakers, business leaders, and the
general public in the United States still do not
have a comprehensive understanding of the
patterns and implications of Chinese investment
in the United States,” Bruce Pickering, VP,
Global Programs, Asia Society and Executive
Director, Asia Society Northern California
and Jonathan Karp, executive director, Asia
Society Southern California write in the report’s
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HOST FAMILIES NEEDED
Host a Chinese student and make a difference...
Enrich their experience and enhance your own!
w As a host family you share
American culture with a
student from China and
provide them more than they
could learn in a classroom.

w Learn about their culture,
explore the differences and
develop new connections.

Global Learning Alliance (GLA) is a Twin Cities based organization that
serves as a facilitator to assist students from China that want to study
in the United States. To ensure that these students obtain the best
experience possible, GLA seeks to place the students with host families.
The length of their stay could vary from a few months to a full school year
and include high school and college students of both sexes.
Since we recognize that hosting a student from China may place a financial
burden on many families, we will provide some financial reimbursement
but expect a family to be a host because of the mutual cultural exhchange
that both will receive and not just the financial aspect.
To learn more about being a host family, contact Richard He at
(612) 987-6540 or email, rhe@chinainsight.info.

introduction. “This report paints a clearer picture
of what these investments mean for this country.”
“Breaking Ground” is the fourth report in
a series dating back to 2011 that looks at the
broader phenomenon of Chinese investment
in the U.S. The past reports, produced as a
partnership between Asia Society and Rhodium

ideas, and promotes collaboration to address
present challenges and create a shared future. A
nonprofit, nonpartisan organization, Asia Society
is headquartered in New York with state-of-theart cultural centers in Hong Kong and Houston,
and offices in Los Angeles, Manila, Mumbai, San
Francisco, Seoul, Shanghai, Sydney, and Zurich.

Group, have looked at foreign direct investments
from China at the national level and in California,
and at investments in the high tech sector.

About Rosen Consulting Group

About Asia Society

Asia Society is the leading educational
organization dedicated to promoting mutual
understanding and strengthening partnerships
among peoples, leaders and institutions of Asia
and the United States in a global context. Across
the fields of arts, business, culture, education, and
policy, the Society provides insight, generates

Rosen Consulting Group (RCG) is the
leading independent real estate economics
consulting firm. Founded in 1990 and with
offices in Berkeley and New York, RCG provides
strategic consulting and unbiased investment
guidance through all market cycles. RCG is
a trusted advisor to leading banks, insurance
companies, institutional investors, and public
and private real estate operators. ♦
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The reign of Yuan Shikai 1912-1916
By Pat Welsh, contributor
In my last offering, I mentioned that
the Wuchang Uprising of Oct. 10, 1911,
was a spark that motivated most of China’s
provinces to declare independence from
the Qing Empire. What had happened was
that one-by-one coalitions of underground
revolutionaries, local New Army units,
assemblymen and secret society elements
had formed local military governments
and declared their independence from the
Qing court. In December of that year, revolutionary delegates gathered in Nanjing to
impose some order and leadership over what
seemed to be a leaderless series of events.
This assembly agreed that their Qing
monarchs were to be replaced by a new
republican form of government. Several leaders of the assembly vied among
themselves for the power to lead this new
government. In the end, they compromised
and elected Sun Yat-sen (孫逸仙 /孫中山)
who had just returned to Shanghai from a
speaking tour of the United States. On Jan.
1, 1912, Sun was sworn in as the President
of the Republic of China.
China, however, was not unified by
this act. In Beijing, the Qing court had
sought the support of Yuan Shikai (袁世凱)
against the Nanjing revolutionaries. Yuan
had modernized one of China’s armies in
the northeast. Two years earlier, Yuan had
been forced into retirement. Now Yuan was
resurrected and installed on Nov. 1, 1911,
as prime minister and commander of the
modernized Beiyang Army that had been
supporting him even in his retirement. At
first Yuan did conduct successful counterattacks against the revolutionaries in Hubei
Province. Then he held back. Yuan could
have proceeded further and put an end to the
new republic, but instead, he entered into
negotiations between the Manchu court and
the revolutionaries in Nanjing.
In exchange for
the abdication of
the 3-year old Henry Puyi (溥儀), aka
Emperor Xuantong
(宣統皇帝) (), Yuan
would end the anti-Manchu violence
and generous treatment of the Manchu
ruling families. To
the revolutionary
Republic, civil war
would be avoided if
Yuan himself would
be named as the
new president of the
Republic of China.
Despite their reservations about Yuan
by both the Qing
court and the revolutionaries, an agreement
was reached. On Feb. 12, 1912, the Empress
Dowager Longyu (隆裕太后) announced
the abdication of the Emperor Xuantong
. On Feb. 15, Sun resigned his presidency
and on March 10, Yuan took his place. For
a short while, it seemed that events in China
would stabilize.
Sun had agreed with Yuan that only a
strong central government could lead to
a militarily and economically stable and
independent China. The problem that developed was that the revolution was the work
of local forces of provincial assemblies and
army units. While many of the local leaders
agreed with the concept of a strong central

international affairs. Under Yuan, China’s
government was weakened by crippling
treaties, economic challenges, heavy debt
and a dubious military. To operate within his
budget, Yuan was forced to cut back on key
modernization programs, police and military
reforms, and much-needed court reforms.
His attempts to increase tax revenues only
alienated merchants and the landowning
elite. Yuan also lost support of many when
he negotiated loans from foreign bankers
under conditions that further compromised
Chinese sovereignty.

government, they mistrusted Yuan. The
result was a weak government that would
last during Yuan’s tenure of office and long
after Yuan’s death in office in 1916.
Disagreements between Yuan and the
revolutionaries began early in Yuan’s tenure of office. The Revolutionary Alliance
wanted their capital to be in Nanjing. Yuan
at first agreed but then he reneged in favor
of Beijing where his strongest army support
was located. A more serious issue of disagreement was over the issue of elections
and the role of the National Assembly.
In 1912, the Revolutionary Alliance
reorganized itself into a political party, the
Kuomintang (國民黨). Song Jiaoren (宋教
仁), a previous competitor of Sun Yat-sen,
was named as the party leader. The party
then adopted Sun’s “Three People’s Principles” of nationalism,
democracy and people’s livelihood as its
basic platform. Although he did compromise some of his
revolutionary principles, Song proved
to be a very adept
political strategist
and under his leadership, the elections
of 1912-1913 gave
the Kuomintang 269
of the 596 seats in the
lower house of the
Parliament. Fearing
presidential domination over Parliament
under Yuan, Song
had planned to use
his parliamentary strength to organize a
president’s cabinet, secure a prime minister
and gradually ease Yuan out of power.
Song’s plans, however, never materialized. On March 20, 1913, a gunman,
possibly on the orders of Yuan, shot and
fatally wounded Song as he prepared to
board a train from Shanghai to Beijing to
attend the inaugural session of the National
Assembly in Beijing.
While Yuan was attempting to strengthen his political power over all China, southern provincial and military leaders attempted to launch a “second revolution” in the
summer of 1913. Yuan, however, defeated
them all forcing Sun and other Kuomintang

leaders to flee to Japan. Yuan then outlawed
the Kuomintang, disbanded the National
Assembly and removed local provincial
assemblies and local councils. He installed
his own governors and military commanders. He also reinstituted press censorship,
created secret police forces and arranged
assassinations of political opponents.
Aside from his own ambitions, Yuan
was motivated by the desire to create a
strong central government and diminish the
power of the provincial powers that impeded
collected tax revenues from flowing to the
central government. Yuan had also lost faith
in elections because he felt that uneducated
Chinese voters and local political hacks
would weaken China and create chaos.
To his credit Yuan did try to work with
government personnel inherited from the
previous Qing dynasty. He attempted
to suppress opium cultivation. He tried
holding modern civil service examinations,
promoted universal primary education in
basic literacy, and reinstalled a sense of
Confucian morality. During his tenure he
did reduce the size and expenditures of a
weak military as part of his reform efforts.
He also strengthened institutions of civil
government in the provinces. Yuan encouraged the development of civil rituals and the
remembrance of the “Double-Ten” holiday
commemorating the anniversary of the 1911
Wuchang Uprising. Through these efforts,
Yuan had hoped to instill in the Chinese
population a sense of unity and support of
himself as president.
In 1914, the first crack in Yuan’s stranglehold of the Chinese government appeared. Japan joined the Allies against
Germany in World War I and used this
measure to justify her seizure of the German
naval base in Shandong, the city of Qingdao
and other German concessions in Shandong
province. In January 1915, the Japanese
presented Yuan with a list of 21 demands
regarding Japanese interests in China.
Western and Chinese diplomats were able
to compel Japan to back down from some of
the more onerous demands, but Yuan, having a weak military, was compelled to yield
to most of them. Despite Western efforts,
Japan still acquired a sphere of influence in
Shandong and Manchuria.
To the world, this incident exposed the
fact that Yuan was presiding over a China
that had a very weak bargaining position in

Misguided by his ambitions, Yuan tried
to solve China’s problems by replacing the
republican government with a constitutional
monarchy with himself as the new Hongxian
(洪憲 “constitutional abundance”) Emperor.
Yuan achieved this by convening a special
representative assembly on Nov. 20, 1915,
for the purpose of offering himself the throne
of China in Beijing, which he accepted on
the following Dec. 12. There he proclaimed
himself the Emperor of the Chinese Empire
(中華帝國大皇帝) effective Jan. 1, 1916.
Unfortunately for Yuan, he had not
expected the reaction that followed. Monarchists, who still revered the Qing, renounced
their support for him. Republicans, including those who chose to support Yuan’s
dictatorship, denounced him. Provincial
military leaders arose in rebellion. His
health declining, Yuan gave up his monarchy after 83 days on March 22, 1916. He
died on June 6, 1916.
The decade following his death saw
China descend into an 11-year period of
confusion, disorder and local warlord
government, the subject of my next several
offerings. ♦

About Pat Welsh
In 2009 while teaching English at
Sichuan University, Welsh was asked to
give a speech where he was introduced
to the audience as a “pioneer of Chinese
American relations” as a result of
his cooperative work in international
banking during the Deng Xiaoping
era. For more than 65 years, Welsh has
been learning Chinese and has used
this knowledge both professionally and
personally to enhance his understanding
of Chinese and Asian affairs. He
currently resides in Georgia and
occasionally lectures on China to classes
in World History and World Literature.
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Dragons come to life on shores of Lake
Phalen July 9 & 10
[MINNEAPOLIS -ST PAUL] The
2016 Dragon Festival, inspired by the
Asian tradition of dragon boat races, roars
again this summer, celebrating Minnesota’s
diverse Asian cultures and traditions; and the
Asian-American community’s contributions
to Minnesota.

Cheers for the dragon boat
races

full teams. Prizes for daily champion, race
champion, best team spirit and best team
t-shirt will be awarded.

Live Fearless 5K Walk/Run
presented by Blue Cross/Blue
Shield of Minnesota

Walk or run around Lake Phalen:
Saturday, July 9. Race starts at Phalen
Park Pavilion at 9 a.m.; 9:15 a.m. for
walkers. Participants receive a race t-shirt
and are eligible to win prizes, including
gift certificates of $25-$50 and anniversary
prizes to every seventh registrant to
commemorate seven years of sponsorship
by Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Minnesota.

Kids’ fun & creative area

More than 15-20 teams will be trolling
in St. Paul’s Lake Phalen in specially built
and designed dragon boats. Each of the
two days, July 9–10, teams will compete
in spirited heats of 200 meters. Each team
consists of 20 members who collectively
train for weeks before the big races: 18
paddlers, one flag catcher and one drummer.
Come support your favorite teams made
up of corporate and business employees,
community groups, friends and family.
There is still time to register for race teams
and the Dragon Festival can help steer other
interested participants to fill out partially

Families with kids can enjoy creative
arts and crafts activities, face painting and
story times from daily. Even bouncy tents
(separate fee per child required).

Outdoor food fest

Go on a taste adventure from around
the world. Enjoy traditional and authentic
foods that will give a whole new meaning to
‘what’s cookin.’ Maybe even food trucks.

Festival and community marketplace

Shop around for unique Asian-inspired
art, books, clothing, jewelry, home décor,
toys and souvenirs from. Plus, community
and cultural resources and services from
education to healthy living, social services
and more.

For information on free parking,
shuttle bus locations, lists of vendors and
registration for boat race and Live Fearless
Walk/Run, visit www.dragonfestival.org.
Can’t wiat until July? The Dragon
Festival team invites all fans to experience
a bit of Dragon Festival on June 4 with
an authentic Hong Kong style dim sum
(bite-sized delectables cooked in steamer
baskets).
The $25* a head, all-you-can-eat dim
sum event takes place at A&L Chinese
Restaurant, 5800 Cahill Ave, Inver Grove
Heights.

*($250 for table of 10); $20.00 senior,
$15 kids age 10 and under (age 3 and under
free)
Attendees can meet the Dragon Festival
team; enjoy all-you-can-eat dim sum,
fortune telling, Chinese calligraphy and a
silent auction.
Reservations for the event can me made
online at www.dragonfestival.org or mail
check to Dragon Festival, P.O. Box 4183, St.
Paul, MN 55104. Walk-ins also welcome.
Questions? Contact Brenda Fong, 651-6758446 or info@DragonFestival.org ♦

Education

First Chinese student
to speak at Harvard’s
commencement
By Yao Yao, China Daily, May 12, 2016
A student from Central China’s Hunan
province will become the first Chinese
student to deliver a commencement speech
at Harvard University on May 26, 2016.
He Jiang, a doctoral student in biology at
the university, was chosen by the prestigious
university as the only representative of
postgraduates at the commencement,
China Youth Daily reported on Wednesday.
Director Steven Spielberg will also give a
speech at the commencement.
Accorded the highest honor by the
university, He, who was born in a village
in Hunan province, said: “People living
in Chinese villages often believe that it’s
useless to study and children from humble
families cannot be successful in their
careers. However, I cannot agree with those
opinions,” he told the Daily.
He added: “Education can change a
person’s life as it can bring a person from
one world to another world. I hope my
experience can encourage the rural students
to pursue their studies and realize their
dream.”
“He’s speech will give the graduating
class a different perspective,” said Judith
Huang, a Harvard graduate, “I think it’s
particularly brave for him, since most
Chinese students are unlikely to do public
speaking, and it’s also really tough to get
selected to make a commencement speech.”

According to He, his parents in the
small village always encouraged him to
study hard.
Unlike many other families in his village,
his parents never thought about finding a
job in big cities like their counterparts and
leaving their two sons at home without
their care.
“Though my father didn’t finish high
school, he kept telling stories to my younger
brother and me,” said He. In the man’s
memory, father’s stories are all supportive of
hard work, the Daily quoted him as saying.
He’s father was strict with his sons’
studies. He and his younger brother studied
inside their home, while the other boys in the
village played in the fields. “At that time, I
felt my father was very ‘inhuman’. But now
I realize that’s the best choice he made in
that rural environment,” He said, according
to the report.
Unlike his strict father, He’s mother took
her sons’ side when her husband criticized
the boys. Though his mother was illiterate,
she preferred to sit with her sons when they
studied rather than gossip with other women
in the village.
He remembers that he and his younger
brother liked telling stories from their books
to their mother and discussing them with her.
The childhood experience made the boys
keen to study hard.

He Jiang will become the first Chinese student to give the commencement speech at
Harvard University. [Photo from Sina Weibo]
He says his mother’s encouraging style
is exactly the same as the habit in American
culture.
“During my first days in Harvard, I often
felt puzzled when my tutor encouraged
me to try all my suggestions,” said He,
according to the Daily.
Encouraging others is embodied in
American’s daily lives, he said. Nobel Prize
winners or distinguished people are used
to encouraging the younger generations
and letting the youth feel that they have
promising futures.
He said the opportunity to speak
at the commencement would not have
happened without Professor Diana Eck’s
encouragement.
“The professor told me you can have
a try if you think you can speak at the
commencement,” said the young man, who
was afraid to apply for the chance as very

few Chinese students had applied before,
the paper quoted him.
After beating three students from
Harvard Kennedy School in the third and
final round, the Chinese student got the
chance to realize his idea of letting his
counterparts hear the voice from China.
About the upcoming speech at the
commencement, He said he will introduce
the development of traditional Chinese
medicine in the rural area of China.
Based on this introduction, “I want all
Harvard students to think about the uneven
distribution of science and technologies
in modern world, and realize the social
responsibilities they should undertake,” said
He to the Daily.
He plans to go to Massachusetts Institute
of Technology as a postdoctoral research
fellow after graduating from Harvard
University. ♦
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Trip of a lifetime
continued from page 1
a parent of a child in the program. “I have
never been to China, and I may never go,
but I am so thankful that my daughter had
opportunity to do this.”

Two weeks in China

On March 20, 27 students, three chaperones, and one principal boarded a plane for a
12-day trip to China. Within 15 minutes of
being in the country, students had their first
Chinese conversations going through customs. The experience was fast-paced and
eye-opening, but exactly what they needed.
“It was so important for students to
speak with native Chinese speakers,” said
Meng Wang, a seventh-grade Chinese
teacher and chaperone. “In the classroom,
we slow down for them and repeat but
when they were in China, students had
spontaneous and authentic conversations.”
XinXing students spent the first five days of
the trip touring Beijing, visiting a number of
tourist hot spots like the Great Wall, Tiananmen Square, the Forbidden City, and the site
of the 2008 Summer Olympics. The second

half was spent in Shanghai, where students
lived with their home-stay families and
were immersed in the culture. Pushing both
students and parents out of comfort zones
was the most challenging part of the trip.
Although excited for her daughter, Lindquist was apprehensive about the home stay.
Using a service called WeChat, a Chinese
version of Skype, she was able to meet her
daughter’s host family prior to the trip. This
simple conversation helped put her mind at
ease. WeChat also made it possible to check
in with her daughter throughout the trip.
“I think you have to realize that you
are taking a leap of faith, and most people
are good,” she said. “I was nervous, but
I got over it as soon as I was able to meet
the parents.”
The home stay: Immersed in culture
and language
It was during the home stay that students
experienced a range of emotions, from joy
to extreme homesickness, as they navigated
a world that is much different from theirs.
The food was different. The school culture
was different. Almost everything was different. The experience as disorienting for
American teenagers who were used to a
Western world, but cultural immersion

was an important part of the earning.
“I thought I was prepared before I went,
I was not,” said student Madison Meyer.
“Everything is so different.”
Almost every student experienced some
degree of culture shock, which was not a
surprise for their Chinese teachers, who
knew that no matter how much the students
studied in the classroom, the culture would
have to be experienced to be understood.
“It’s a very different lifestyle,” explained
Chinese teacher Victoria Urbina. “In China,
everybody saves money. You don’t run the
heat in house unless you need to. You wear
layers. The education system is focused on
academics, not on sports or arts, and unity
is stressed. Western cultures focus more on
the individual.”
Although discombobulated, XinXing
students were more prepared than they realized. In fact, everything they had learned
over the past eight-and-a-half years had
been leading up to this trip. Linguistically
they were able to keep up with native speakers, even in Shanghai where the dialect is
different from what they learned.
“I was expecting the language to be a
lot harder than it was,” said student Ellie
Munger. “It felt good to remember some
words that I had not used for awhile.”

School in China

As part of the trip, XinXing students
attended school at the Cosco Experimental
School in Shanghai. Their 10-hour school
days were filled with recreational and academic activities. Students tried their hand
at calligraphy and martial arts, conducted
science experiments, and even took a Chinese standardized test.
After spending a week in the Chinese
education system, the students had a good
understanding of what school was like in
China. Academics are approached with a

competitive spirit that the Western world reserves for athletics. Much more homework
is assigned, and the recreational activities
have academic themes. Many students had a
new appreciation for their American school.
XinXing students write their name on a
sidewalk in Beijing using a large calligraphy
brush. Students traveled from Beijing to
Shanghai on a high-speed train.
“The person I was staying with did three
hours of homework on a typical night,” said
student Evan Komschlies. “At home, I do
much less than that. I realized that I should
not complain about homework.”

Upcoming China exchange

XinXing students were able to stay
with Cosco Experimental School families
because of a sister-school partnership that
West Junior principal Shirley Gregoire
secured in the summer of 2014. This
partnership has resulted in many shared
learning experiences between Hopkins and
Shanghai. In early May, students from the
Cosco Experimental School plan to visit
XinXing Academy and XinXing@West.
The Chinese students will stay with the
students they hosted in China.
The China exchange not only benefits
the Chinese immersion program, it benefits
the entire West Junior High school, which
became International Baccalaureate World
School in 2015. The real-life learning opportunities provided by an international visit
is an exciting prospect for a school that is
focused globally. West plans to continue to
leverage the deep, international experiences
that the Chinese immersion program brings.
“This is the beginning of a real partnership between West Junior High and China,”
Gregoire said. “This international relationship will strengthen the learning experience
for everyone in our school.” ♦

Hopkins Public Schools deepens partnership
with Shanghai’s Putuo School District
By Greg Hugh
Hopkins Public Schools recently proudly welcomed 22 students from the Putuo
School District in Shanghai who were accompanied by several teachers, a principal
and a school administrator. The students
from China and the Hopkins student body
participated in a weeklong cultural and
educational exchange.
XinXing/Eisenhower and West Junior
High greeted its international guests with
hour-long celebrations. Afterwards the
students were introduced to their American
host families, whom they lived with for the
rest of the week. The 12 eighth-grade students shadowed their host family student for
the week and experienced everything they
did in a typical school day.
Everything they did while the 10 fourthand fifth- grade students attended planned
events so that they could experience different aspects of attending a US school.
Meanwhile, Chinese administrators met
with Hopkins leaders to finalize an official
partnership between XinXing Academy and
Wu Ning Primary School. West Junior High
formed a similar partnership two years ago
with the Cosco Experimental School. Both
schools are part of the Putuo School District

in Shanghai, China. In a brief ceremony,
Superintendent John Schultz declared May
10 Putuo School District Day in Hopkins.
“It is a wonderful experience to have
visitors from the Putuo School District here
in Hopkins,” said Schultz. “I am struck by
the common language and commitment
we share about children, communities, and
learning. I am proud that we have such a
strong partnership between Hopkins and
China.”
Chinese leaders
also got the chance
to tour XinXing
Academy, West Junior High and Hopkins High School.
They have a strong
interest in Hopkins’
STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math)
program, International
Baccalaureate and the
Advanced Program at
the high school. The
partnership enriches
education for everyone

involved. As noted in an accompanying article, over spring break, XinXing eighth-graders visited China and attended the Cosco
Experimental School.
The week long educational international exchange week culminated with a farewell dinner held at Buca di Beppo Italian
Restaurant in Eden Prairie. ♦
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Emperors’ treasures: Chinese art
from the National Palace Museum
Magnificent artworks fit for (and made by) kings make their North American debut at the Asian
Art Museum of San Francisco.

Meat-shaped jasper stone on gold stand.
[SAN FRANCISCO] -- Serving as the
centerpiece of the Asian Art Museum’s 50th
anniversary year is “Emperors’ Treasures:
Chinese Art from the National Palace
Museum, Taipei.” The museum has
partnered with the renowned Taiwan-based
museum to arrange for the rare presentation
of more than 150 imperial artworks, many of
which are making their U.S. debut.
On view June 17 through Sept. 18,
2016, “Emperors’ Treasures” presents
examples of the finest craftsmanship and
imperial taste, including 30 extremely rare
masterpieces, some created by the emperors
themselves. Highlights include a vase from
the official Ru ware of the Northern Song
dynasty; one of only two surviving blueand-white Ming vases depicting West Asian
entertainers; the “holy grail” of Chinese
porcelains, a cup with a chicken design; the
“White Falcon” painting by Italian Jesuit

Cup with chicken design. China;
Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, Ming
dynasty, reign of the Chenghua emperor
(1465–1487). Porcelain with underglaze
and overglaze multicolor decoration.

Giuseppe Castiglione; and a calligraphy
piece by Emperor Huizong, recognized for
his “Slender Gold” style. In addition, the
celebrated “meat-shaped stone,” a jasper
stone intricately carved into the mouthwatering shape of a braised pork belly, will
travel to the U.S. for the first time.
“This is the absolute ‘best of the best’
of Chinese imperial art,” says Jay Xu,
director of the Asian Art Museum. “By
exploring how artistic taste was cultivated
and evaluated — which created standards of
beauty and elegance across Chinese culture
— the exhibition reflects the museum’s
mission of connecting audiences today with
the great arts and traditions of Asia.”
The exhibition is co-curated by Jay Xu,
director of the Asian Art Museum, and Li
He, associate curator of Chinese art. “By
providing visitors with an unprecedented
opportunity to experience this remarkable
collection of masterpieces from imperial
China, the Asian Art Museum is renewing
and deepening its 50-year commitment to
illuminating the artistic traditions of Asian
cultures for our local and global audiences,”
said Xu.
This exhibition will explore the identities
of nine rulers — eight emperors and one

Hibiscus-shaped bowl, by the Imperial
Workshop, Beijing. Qing dynasty, reign of
Emperor Yongzheng (1723–1735). Agate.

empress — who reigned from the early 12th
through early 20th centuries. They will
be portrayed in a story line that highlights
artworks of their eras, from the dignified
Song to the coarse, yet subtle, Yuan, and
from the brilliant Ming until the final,
dazzling Qing dynasty. Each ruler’s distinct
contribution to the and how each developed
his or her aesthetic and connoisseurship are
examined. By exploring the richness of each
subject, style and type of craftsmanship, the
exhibition outlines how Chinese art came
to develop and flourish under Han Chinese,
Mongol and Manchu rulers. “Gazing upon
rulers’ treasure troves, we get a sense not
only of how their tastes influenced the
creative endeavors of their time, but also
how they wielded art as a tool to shape
history,” Xu explains. The exhibition
will feature paintings, calligraphy, bronze
vessels, ceramics, lacquerware, jades,
textiles, enamelware and documents.
The collection from the National Palace
Museum has not been widely accessible to
the American public. Displays have traveled
to the U.S. only a handful of times. This
exhibit includes many works that haven’t
been seen outside Asia before. In terms
of the objects and time periods, it’s a fresh

Illustrations of farming and weaving,
approx. 1696, by Leng Mei (1662–after
1742). Qing dynasty (1644–1911), reign
of Emperor Kangxi (1662–1722). Album
leaves, colors on silk.

HK artist Lee Kit’s first solo
exhibit in U.S. at Walker Art Center

[MINNEAPOLIS]
— The Walker Art Center presents “Lee
Kit: Hold your breath, dance slowly,” the
first US solo museum presentation of Hong
Kong artist Lee Kit on view through Oct. 9,
2016, in the Burnet Gallery. The exhibition
comprises recent work by Lee and features
the ambitious 13-channel video installation

“I can’t help falling in love (2012),” recently
acquired by the Walker, alongside a newly
commissioned site - specific installation.
Lee quietly explores his surroundings
by investigating ideas of time, memory,
and place. Known for his sparse yet
intimate installations, Lee often makes his
works directly on site — as he did in the
Walker’s galleries — intuitively creating
his environments. The elements within his
spaces include paintings, sculptures, video
projections, and found objects, among
other media, which Lee meticulously
arranges, considering the exhibition space
as one would a painterly composition. The
personal and domestic objects he includes
function as emotive and sensory triggers,
often subtly suggesting a narrative from a
fleeting past — as if a person had recently
left the space — and evoking a sense of
longing associated with that departure.
Lee (born in Hong Kong, 1978) received

perspective for American audiences since
the imperial court surrounded itself with
the most important, avant-garde works of
its time.
“Emperors’ Treasures” is made possible
by a generous grant from presenting sponsor,
The Robert H. N. Ho Family Foundation.
Ted Lipman, CEO of The Robert H. N. Ho
Family Foundation, noted: “This exhibition
marks the third collaboration between the
Asian Art Museum and The Robert H. N.
Ho Family Foundation. A key mission
of the Foundation is to promote Chinese
culture and the arts to Western audiences
to increase understanding and appreciation
of this ancient legacy. Nowhere does the
5,000 years of Chinese history manifest
itself more beautifully and comprehensively
than the exquisite imperial collection,
which has been lovingly conserved and
displayed at the National Palace Museum,
Taipei. Through support for this significant
exhibition, the Foundation seeks to provide
visitors with an unprecedented opportunity
to witness China’s vibrant cultural heritage
at first-hand.”
The exhibition will be at the Museum
of Fine Arts, Houston Oct. 23, 2016–Jan.
22, 2017. ♦

shortlist nomination for the 2013 Hugo
Boss Asia Art Award and represented Hong
Kong in the 2013 Venice Biennale. He
began his career as a painter, hand-painting
found fabrics with acrylic stripes, plaids and
song lyrics in soft hues of pink and blue.
He has used these painted cloths as picnic
blankets, towels, window curtains, and even
tablecloths (on which he has served food
and drink) allowing them to collect stains
and other marks of wear, and to acquire new
memories through their everyday use. Lee
combines these cloth paintings alongside
“readymade” objects such as furniture or
altered household items to create carefully
arranged domestic settings. In these roomsized installations, the artist often includes
his paintings of logos from personal care
products (such as Johnson & Johnson and
Nivea) painted in watery acrylic washes on
cardboard.
Although his sculptural gestures are

Vase with West Asian entertainers. China;
Jingdezhen, Jiangxi province, Ming
dynasty, reign of the Yongle emperor
(1403–1424). Porcelain with underglaze
cobalt decoration.
highly personal, even poetic, Lee’s work is
not sentimental. In their use of everyday
materials, brand names, and ordinary
objects, his installations confront systems
of production and consumption, responding
to his feelings of oversaturation from the
economic growth and capitalist tenor of
Hong Kong. His use of foreign products
and English words in his work reference
both market capitalism and Hong Kong’s
sociopolitical history, and suggests the
rising power of the commodity in mainland
China. His video works and performances
often feature monotonous rituals and banal
gestures as manifestations of his frustration
with the current socio-political climate of
his homeland. Lee has stated, “We are
products too. I think this is a time to enhance
individual practice, to change something
within our daily lives.”
continued on next page
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Contemporary Chinese
art exhibition at
the University of
Minnesota
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LIVE HARNESS
HORSE RACING
MAY 17 - SEPT 3

Free Admission | Family Friendly

TROUT AIR

FISHING
EXPERIENCE

OPEN ALL SUMMER!

WuMian Zhao, Genesis

XiangHong Liu, Wonderful Clouds 6
“Innovating Tradition: Contemporary
Interpretations of Chinese Core Values”
art exhibition will be at Katherine E. Nash
Gallery, from June 1-24. There is an
accompanying program on June 2, 6-7 p.m.,
InFlux Space with Liu Yang, followed by a
reception from 7-9 p.m. in the Regis East
Lobby. The Katherine E. Nash Gallery
Regis Center for Art (East) is located on the
University of Minnesota campus, 405 21st
Avenue South, Minneapolis.
This art exhibition features representative
artists from China who interpret traditional
Chinese values in the most innovative
ways. Three spiritual systems: Buddhist,
Confucian and Taoist beliefs and values are
deeply embedded in Chinese art.
In the past one and-a-half centuries,
Chinese artists have been exploring
innovative and creative ways to reinterpret
Chinese tradition while interacting with the
outside world. The featured artists in this
exhibition are well versed in both traditional
Chinese aesthetics and Western modern
art vocabulary, and they are committed

to effective communications and mutual
appreciation between the East and the West.
Featured artists are Gubo Shen (申古博),
China Academy of Fine Arts; XiangHong
Liu (刘向红), Taiyuan Normal University;
Liyu Zhang (张利语), Tianjin Academy
of Fine Arts; Guoxi Sun (孙国熹), Tianjin
University; WuMian Zhao (赵无眠) and
Jiangang Han (韩建刚). This exhibition
is co-curated by Meng Tang and Howard
Oransky.
“Innovating Tradition: Contemporary
Interpretation” is co- sponsored by the
University of Minnesota China Center
and the Departments of Art and Asian continued from page 8
Languages & Literatures at the University of
In May 2016, the Stedelijk Museum
Minnesota, Minneapolis of Institute of Art,
Tianjin Academy of Fine Arts, China Central voor Actuele Kunst (S.M. A.K.) in Ghent,
Academy of Fine Arts, Art Department Belgium will present Lee’s first solo muof Tianjin University, US-China Cultural seum exhibition in Europe accompanied
by a catalogue with essays written by an
Media Group.
international roster of critics and scholars.
Accessibility, cost, and parking
Parking is available nearby on the street, The book will include an interview with
at the 19th and 21st Avenue South ramps, Lee by Walker exhibition curator Misa
and at the 5th Street South lot; hourly or Jeffereis along with artist contributions and
event rates apply. These parking locations texts by Martin Germann (Senior Curator,
and the Regis Center for Art are wheelchair- S.M.A.K.), Philippe Van Cauteren (Artistic
accessible. Exhibitions and related events are Director, S.M.A.K.), and Anthony Yung
(Project Manager of China research projects,
free and open to the public. ♦

YOU CATCH’EM, WE COOK’EM

FISHING & FRESH

TROUT DINNER

AVG.

20

TUESDAYS & FRIDAYS: 4PM-9PM
SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS: 11AM-9PM

Only 20 Minutes North of Downtown
RunAces.com

Lee Kit’s first solo
Asia Art Archive). The Walker Art Center
will distribute the catalogue through its Shop
and website.
“Lee Kit: Hold your breath, dance slowly” is part of an ongoing series of exhibitions
at the Walker Art Center that explores the
works of emerging artists from around the
globe and gives artists their first major solo
museum exposure. Recent exhibitions in
this series include solo presentations of
German artist Andrea Büttner and American
artist Liz Deschenes. ♦

Gardening

Peonies: the flower of the emperor
By Mary Yee, contributor

Scarlet (foreground) and America peonies in Yee’s garden.

Peonies have been much loved in China
for over 2000 years. They were featured
in paintings, textiles, porcelain design,
songs and poetry. The earliest mention of
peonies in Chinese literature is found in
Chinese Materia Medica, written about 200
B.C. Peony roots continue to be used in
traditional Chinese medicine today. The
herbaceous species are used for blood and
liver disorders, and, combined with other
herbs, for circulatory problems. The tree
peony species are used for treating fevers,
convulsions and other disorders. Certain
types of peonies were widely grown for the
herbal medicine market while many other
kinds were cultivated for gardens.
During the Cultural Revolution in the
‘60s and ‘70s, ornamental gardening was

frowned upon and peony cultivation focused
on those used for medicine. Despite the
upheavals caused by the Cultural Revolution,
many peony collections, particularly of tree
peonies, survived. Some Chinese gardens
feature tree peonies that are documented
to be between 200 and 300 years old. The
herbaceous varieties can easily live for 50
years or more. In the latter part of the 20th
century, China has again become a significant
grower of peonies of all kinds and Chinese
botanists have applied themselves to the
study of the wild species.
There are peony species native to three
continents but the most commonly grown
peony in the world is Paeonia lactiflora, the
Chinese herbaceous peony.
continued on page 16
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Dr. Erika Lee, author, professor and
immigration scholar
By Marlene Schoenberg, contributor

Erika Lee
I had the privilege and delight to meet
with Professor Erika Lee, author of the
lucid, cogent and erudite new book, “The
Making of Asian America: a History.” Her
book provides a “comprehensive portrait”
of the history of diverse Asian groups in the
United States.
Lee expertly weaves personal
stories with domestic and international
immigration statistics. Did you know
that the first immigrants to be excluded
and undocumented were Chinese people?
Were you aware that in the 1800s, an
American-born Chinese woman could
lose her birthright if she married a Chinese
immigrant?
Lee is a strong and knowledgeable
voice of historical perspective on the roles,
limitations and realities of many Asian
groups living in the United States. Every
American should read this book, especially
those of Asian American heritage, as we are
all becoming, “Global Americans.”
This masterful author provides a new
perspective on making sense out of the
history of American racial issues and
conflicts through the lenses and experiences
of Asian Americans.
Her sweeping recurrent historical
themes (that we still grapple with today)
include: children’s issues of birthright
citizenship, immigration decisions made
on race and ethnic exclusions, prejudiced
attitudes and unfounded blame in times of
economic hardship, and, fears of infiltration
by perceived foreign enemies.

About Erika Lee

Lee is the director of the Immigration
History Research Center at the University
of Minnesota, the oldest and largest
immigration archive center in North
America. Among her many honors, she was
recently named one of the “15 Pioneering
Women in Academia.” She also received an
Immigrant Heritage Award from the Angel
Island Immigration Station Foundation for
her research and educational efforts.
Lee was born in Syracuse, N.Y., and
grew up in the Bay Area of California. She
attended Tufts University in Boston and
received her master’s degree and Ph.D. at
the University of California-Berkeley. Lee
related how privileged she felt to be part of
the first generation of scholars trained in
Asian American Studies.
She remembers how furious she was
when, as a college student, she learned
that whole populations of Chinese had

been violently removed from West Coast
cities such as San Francisco, Tacoma and
Bellingham, Wash., as well as Vancouver,
British Columbia. She became intensively
involved in immigration research and
dedicated her career to bringing this
information to light. You will share in her
disbelief, anger and resentment when you
read certain chapters in her book.
Lee is a sixth-generation ChineseAmerican. In Chapter 3, she shares the
story of her great–great-great maternal
grandfather, Moy Dong Kee (See his 1889
business card.) He came to the U.S. from
China in 1854 to seek his fortune in the
California Gold Rush. He left his wife and
sons behind, as did many “Golden Mountain
men.” Moy later became a grocery
businessman in N.Y.’s Chinatown on Mott
Street, had another store in Philadelphia and
traveled back and forth between the U.S. and
China as a privileged merchant.

His son, Raymond Moy, settled
permanently in the U.S Lee’s maternal
grandfather had two restaurants in Brooklyn,
N.Y.; in Brighton Beach, one of which
was called the “New Deal.” Lee’s mother
learned to make eggrolls after school, but
unlike many stay-at-home mothers, she went
on to get a master’s degree.
Lee’s paternal grandfather had a laundry
business where her father, at age 6, shoveled
coal into a furnace to heat the irons. His
older brother (her uncle) turned the mangle
irons. They, too, grew up to become
professionals.

Historical Chinese immigrant
antecedents

The 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act placed
discrimination and harsh burdens on
Chinese immigrants. These oppressive
and racist laws and attitudes lasted for 61
years. One bright spot occurred in 1898
with the test case of Chinese American-born
traveler and cook, Wong Kim Ark. It wasn’t
until this key Supreme Court decision that
Chinese people born in the U.S. could claim
their birthright and citizenship under the
14th Amendment.
This argument about “soil or blood” is
still heard today about a different group of
undocumented workers, Latinos. Now, the
debates are again raging regarding children
of undocumented workers.

1940s to 1965

A large portion of Lee’s book describes
prejudice and discriminatory actions against
Asians living in the U.S. during WWII,
especially the sad history of U.S. Japanese
internment. Negative consequences spilled
over to other Asian groups, especially
Chinese-Americans. I encourage you to
read her book to find out more details.
In 1943, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
made an official apology and rescinded the
Chinese Exclusion Laws. Did he do this for
domestic reasons to help U.S. citizens or for
international diplomatic reasons as China
then became our ally? Lee leans toward
the latter. At that time, it wouldn’t have
looked very good to have an exclusion law
on the books prohibiting entry to our “new
friends” from China.
The 1960s were years of turbulence
and transformation in the U.S. as activists
from all ethnic groups (especially Blacks
and Europeans) claimed their heritages and
protested against racist and prejudiced laws.
Chinese activists were also inspired to undo
the wrongs of the past.
As part of the Civil Rights Act, President
Lyndon Johnson signed into law the 1965
Immigration Act. Before that, for many
years, only 105 people from China were
allowed to enter the United States annually.
In 1970, the U.S. had the lowest percentage
of immigrants at 5 percent of the total
population as compared to a high of 15
percent of the population in 1890. In 2016
(should this be 2015 since 2016 has not
ended. OR… put a month before 2016?),
our immigrant population is now 13 percent.
In President Johnson’s historic speech,
he said, “The Civil Rights Immigration Act
Law repairs a deep and painful flaw in U.S.
justice. This will not change lives.” When
asked, Lee commented that there were
certainly political reasons for that remark at
the time but this act DID in fact change lives.

Local presence, global reach

Lee disclosed that Minneapolis used to
have a Chinatown. “Chinese people were
fleeing from persecution in the ruthless
‘wild, wild West’ and this was a better
place,” she said.
She also revealed why the Twin Cities
had become a magnet for recent immigrants
starting in the 1970s. She shared an
interesting story about a Hungarian refugee,
Olga Zoltai, from The International Institute
in St. Paul. This passionate immigrant
created the first resettlement programs
that helped to bring Hmong refugees to
Minnesota.
Towards the end of her fascinating book,
Lee talks about the increase in transnational
immigrants and global Americans. She
describes “Parachute kids” from wealthy
families in Taiwan, Singapore and Hong
Kong who attend boarding schools in the
U.S.
Lee reports that the past two years
have seen the largest number of Chinese
arrivals recorded. She said that immigrants
in Minnesota increased 130 percent in the
first decade of the 21st century as compared
to the last decade of the 20th century, and
that there had been an increase in the last
four years of international undergraduates
(especially Chinese) at the University but
less so of graduate students.

Today’s digital Immigrant Story
Project

Lee is passionate in her quest to bring
to light personal immigration stories.
Younger generations no longer write
letters but leave digital memory treasure
troves. Lee said, “We know there is a gap
between immigration stories and what we
hear in the media. There’s a lot of news
about immigration right now, but it’s from
the other side. It’s not from the personal
experiences of immigrants. So what we
want to do in the Immigration History
Research Center’s Immigrant Stories Digital
Archive Project is empower new immigrants
to tell their own stories in a very 21stcentury way.” She went on to say, “We have
stories from more than 160 people from 44
different ethnic groups.”

Act on your knowledge

Philosopher George Santayana said,
“Those who cannot remember the past
are doomed to repeat it.” This philosophy
is followed by Lee as she refreshes our
collective memory and illuminates littleknown facts. Lee skillfully shares the
histories of Asian Americans’ dreams,
American realities and global connections
both past and present.
“One day last December, Lee spoke to
her students just after presidential candidate
Donald Trump called for a “total and
complete shutdown of Muslims entering
the U.S.” “As an American historian,” she
recalled saying, “I have seen how we, as a
nation, had been making some progress,”
she said, “Bad laws were overturned and
more liberal and welcoming trends were
put into place. But frankly, the proposed
ban of Muslims - even if it is framed as a
temporary measure - and the new border
wall with Mexico make the old exclusion
laws look good. At least under Chinese
exclusion, some Chinese immigrants could
still come in. A complete ban targeting
an entire religious group is In her recent
MPR radio interview with Tom Weber, Lee
encourages us all to get involved. She said,
‘The challenge going forward is not to be
invisible in power structures, art and culture.
You must apply lessons learned from Asian
American history and put yourself in the
debates.”
Twin Cities’ residents of all ethnic
backgrounds should be very proud to call
distinguished Asian American History
professor, Dr. Erika Lee, one of our own.
Books by Erika Lee: “The Making
of Asian America: A History” (Simon &
Schuster, 2015), “Angel Island: Immigrant
Gateway to America” (with Judy Yung,
Oxford University Press, 2010), and “At
America’s Gates: Chinese Immigration
During the Exclusion Era, 1882-1943”
(University of North Carolina Press, 2003).
The Immigration History Research Center’s
Immigrant Stories Project can be viewed
at the Minnesota Digital Library at: http://
immigrants.mndigital.org/exhibits/show/
immigrantstories-exhibit. ♦
Marlene Schoenberg, a past
contributor to China Insight, is an
accent coach at Accent Wisdom in
St. Paul.
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The life and legacy of
Harry Wu
By Elaine Dunn

Harry Wu
Harry Wu, labor-camp-survivor-turnedhuman-rights-activist, passed away on April
26, 2016.
Born on Feb.8, 1937, Wu grew up in
prosperous Shanghai in the 1940s. He
enjoyed a happy, carefree childhood with
seven siblings. Never could he imagine
the turn in his life it would take before he
turned 20.
Wu was from the bourgeoisie class:
his father was a banker and his mother,
the daughter of a well-to-do landed
gentry family. The Wus enjoyed modern
conveniences not within reach of most
Chinese families of its time, such as a
refrigerator and telephone. They also
owned a piano and, as a child, Wu took
piano lessons. But that all subtly changed
when he turned 12 -- the year Mao Zedong’s
Communist Party won the Civil War.
Although Wu’s father did not speak
openly about the changes to his family, Wu
would describe that after 1949, his family’s
“life went downhill.” His father lost his job.
His mother’s family (landlords) would be
purged. Their property was confiscated.
His mother started selling off her jewelry,
including her wedding ring, and other family
property such as the piano, to ensure Wu and
his siblings had food on the table.

In the ensuing years, the communist
government implemented multiple political
campaigns: 1949-1951, “Land Reform,”
that persecuted and killed landowners;
1952 and 1955, suppression of counter
revolutionaries; 1952-1953, the government
took ownership of all private property; 1957,
“Hundred Flowers Campaign” (百花齊放運
動), the government told everyone living in
the country they were “free and can say and
do whatever they wanted.”
At 18, Wu entered the Beijing College
of Geology. He knew he came from the

privileged class, but had hopes that the
communist revolution would be “good”
for the entire country. The 20-year-old
sophomore was enjoying life much like his
American counterparts – attended classes,
played baseball hung out with his girlfriend.
Then, he got tripped up by the “Hundred
Flowers Campaign.” The sophomore was
coerced into attending and speaking up
at student communist meetings. The first
time, he said nothing. The second time,
he was strongly “encouraged” to speak.
So Wu made a comment about the 1956
Soviet invasion of Hungary, saying it
violated international law. Two weeks later,
he was labeled a “counter revolutionary
rightist” at a meeting and was told he had
committed a bad crime. He was put under
24-hour surveillance. Every week, he had
to write a self-examination essay analyzing
his “crime.” His family had to denounce
him publicly. In a 2001 interview with
WorldNetDaily.com, Wu said, “I felt that
my future and freedom was gone. People
feel I am a criminal. Nobody sympathized
with me.”
Wu secretly contemplated escaping from
China. But the thought police picked up on
that train of thought and arrested him. On
April 27, 1960, he was sentenced to labor
camp for life. No court, no trial, no judge.
The next 19 years, he worked 12-hour
shifts seven days a week, 30 days per month
in 12 different labor camps. He toiled in a
chemical factory, a coal mine (for 12 years),
a brick factory, an iron mine, a steel factory
and a farm, all without protective gear. He
never saw his family once in all those years
and he never saw his mother alive again as
she committed suicide in 1960. His father
died in 1980.
The labor camp years made him realize
how horrendously dehumanizing the camps
were. During the first two years in the
camps, he “tried my best to say to myself,
‘I am innocent.’ But you had to give up
your political beliefs
and your faith or you
would get tortured. So
you pretend. You work
hard and obey, or there
would be big trouble for
you. Ideals like love and
kindness — you don’t
think about these things
… Food was a major
problem. The prison
guards told us, `You
will get good food for
good behavior.’ But we
did not. We never had
any eggs. Maybe some
pork scraps once per month. We ate corn,
soybeans and vegetable soup. Everyone in
the laogai system wanted to steal food. All
of the slave laborers became animals. You
can take the very best men in the world, and
if you put them in the laogai, after a time
they will all become beasts,” lamented Wu.
Baptized a Catholic at 12, he said he prayed
to God for help. But when no help came, he
cried out, “Forget it. You’re not helpful.”
He had never sought help from God since.
February 1979, three years after Mao’s
death, Wu was released from camp at the
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ESL (different levels) or high school U.S.
history or literature.
Teach from our Twin Cities cloudclassroom set up or your home office.
Teaching will usually take place in the
evenings (6–10 p.m.), early mornings
(6–8 a.m.) or weekends. Number of hours
are flexible. Rates are from $15-$40/hr
based on the course requirements and
teachers’ experience.
Teaching experience is required. Teaching license is preferred, but not necessary.
If interested, please contact Richard at 612-987-6540 or rhe@chinainsight.info.

age of 42. The government had arranged
a university job for him. In 1985, Wu
accepted an invitation to the University of
California, Berkeley, as visiting professor,
where he finally felt he was free.

However, there was no stipend from
Berkeley the first year Wu arrived, so he
slept at the park or bus station. On the side,
he worked (illegally) at a donut shop for
$2.25/hr. After four months, he had enough
saved up for rent. He sincerely believed if
he worked hard, he would have a good life
because he was a free man.
Initially, Wu made up his mind to
leave the past behind, not to mention the
labor camp experience in the U.S. But
when Congress invited him to testify in
1990, he decided it was time to return to
China to check out the labor camps and
their conditions. He went back to China
with a “60 Minutes” crew to “see the labor
camps.” No surprise, by 1992, he was again
in China’s bad graces.
When he became a U.S. citizen in
1994, he got a U.S. passport, changed his
name and obtained a Chinese visa. He also
invited a BBC correspondent to go with him.
When he attempted to cross the border in
China in 1995, he was arrested for stealing
state secrets and detained for 66 days. The
American government pressed for release of

the U.S. citizen and he was sentenced to 15
years and deported instead of serving time.
After his return to the U.S., Wu stepped
up his public speaking engagements, talking
about China’s totalitarian system and its
labor camps. Through the Laogai Research
Foundation (LRF), a nonprofit research and
public education organization he founded
in 1992, Wu had documented and exposed
human rights violations in China to raise
public awareness of China’s human rights
violations. LRF is an information source
for journalists, researchers and other human
rights organizations.
Laogai (勞改) is the Chinese term
for “reform through labor.” The laogai
system refers to China’s detention centers
and prisons where inmates are forced to
work long hours and endure communist
ideological indoctrination. According to
Wu, China’s laogai system is in violation
of international law.
In 2008, Wu opened the Laogai Museum
in Wash., D.C. – the first such museum in the
U.S. that focuses on Chinese human rights.
Asked what he would like to share with
the younger generation around the world,
Wu suggested young people read some
memoirs of Holocaust survivors. “They can
describe to you what is the reality. Don’t let
it happen again.”
“He was a real hero,” said Ann Noonan,
administrator of LRF. “Harry’s work will
continue, it will not stop.” His legacy also
includes his many publications, such as:
• Laogai, The Chinese Gulag (1992) – first
account of the Chinese labor camps
• Bitter Winds (1994) – memoir of his time
in the labor camps
• Troublemaker (1996) – Wu’s clandestine
trips to China and his 66-day detention in
1995
• Thunderstorm in the Night (2003) – an
autobiography ♦
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Most histories of the Second World War
end where this one begins. End of Empire
is literally a day-by-day account of East
Asian events—in Japan, China, Mongolia and
Southeast Asia—starting on 5 August 1945 and
the dropping of “Little Boy” on Hiroshima and

finishing, apparently somewhat arbitrarily, on 12
November. The daily chapters include brief 1-2
paragraph sections on a couple of countries, plus
often a longer sidebar, which might be an essay,
a diary extract or excerpt from a book. Each day
is also illustrated with photos and reproductions
of newspapers, posters and documents.
The daily format is not conducive to
generating a coherent narrative, but that seems to
be partly the point: there was not a great deal of
on-the-ground coherence in those chaotic days.
“Nowhere in Asia,” write the editors, “did the end
of the war mean the end of conflict.” There were
multiple national and revolutionary movements,
the Japanese stayed in place in many locations
for weeks after Tokyo capitulated, the various
Allied forces had agendas that were often out of
synch. Communications were bad, coordination
often lacking, ad hoc decisions became baked in.
The editors make the case that many of the results
persisted for decades and some are still with us.

The secondary country-by-country, or
theatre-by-theatre, structure allows comparison
across the region, highlighting similarities as
well as differences between, say, Mongolia
and Burma. Of course, since few events were
restricted to a single day, the longer pieces
can extend forward and back in time. The
multi-threaded structure would lend it itself to
reiteration, but in fact only the very occasional
repetition creeps in.
“End of Empire” is clearly and consistently
written, no mean feat when the material comes
from almost 100 contributors. The main
drawback is the layout: the dual columns,
multiple subjects per chapter, sidebars on gray
backgrounds and monochrome illustrations give
it the feel of a textbook. It might do quite well
as a textbook, but the subject is perhaps a bit too
specialised for most uses. The book, to be fair, is
just one manifestation of a wider project, which
is online at www.endofempire.asia. ♦

About the Asian Review of Books and Peter Gordon
Peter Gordon is the editor of the Asian Review of Books (ARB), the only dedicated pan-Asian book review publication established in 2000, produced from Gordon’s adopted
hometown of Hong Kong.
Gordon arrived in Hong Kong in 1985 working for an American computer company. Later, he founded Paddyfield, an online bookstore, and became involved with readers and
writers in Hong Kong – now he is at the centre of the city’s book world. He also founded the Hong Kong International Literary Festival, and set up Chameleon Press, an independent
publisher specializing in Asian fiction and topical nonfiction. In addition to his work at ARB, he now contributes regularly to other English-language publications in Asia, and he
is setting up the international authors’ program for the Hong Kong Book Fair.
ARB focuses on books that are Asian by author, subject or publisher. Its larger purpose is to address inequalities. Asia, compared with the West, has a relative lack of platforms
- think tanks, journals - in and through which non-Western points-of-view, policies, models, etc. can be rigorously discussed. The ARB is meant to be just what it says - a resource
on Asia-related books - but it is also intended to be a place where intellectual and cultural positions can be laid out and developed. Books provide a focus and an anchor for further
discussion, so it’s not inappropriate that a book review publication has this ambition.”
Gordon refused to be drawn on how long it might take for Asia to catch up with the West in developing cultural testing beds for new ideas: “These things take time, and one
must do the straightforward things first and well. Nevertheless, ARB provides a piece of infrastructure, just as Chameleon Press, and the Hong Kong Literary Festival are in their
own ways also pieces of infrastructure: they help the development of writers, and a literary culture. Paddyfield, likewise. When I started it, books were expensive in Hong Kong,
and only the most basic selection was on offer. A universal e-commerce bookstore made books far more accessible than they had been.”
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The luckiest generations in the U.S. and
in China: the baby boomers and the Generation ’89, Part III
By Rick King and Chang Wang, contributors

Editor’s Note: Both Rick King and Chang Wang consider themselves lucky, and the luckiness is generational. King, a “baby
boomer” who was born in California and grew up in Massachusetts, believes overall, his generation is better off than his parents’ and
his children’s; Wang, originally from Beijing, belongs to “Generation ’89” in China, even believes his generation is the luckiest in
Chinese history since 1842.
China Insight invites King and Wang to author a conversational style essay to compare the lives and the key characteristics of the
“baby boomers” in the U.S. and the “Generation ’89” in China.
Part II in last month’s issue compared and contrasted education, employment and housing opportunities available to the boomers and
Generation 89-ers in their respective countries. This month will detail how the economy affect childbearing and how the environment
impacted the two writers and their parents.

Economy and Childbearing

King: The parents of my generation were
frugal. Normally, a family had only one car.
But, three to five kids in a family was pretty
normal, generally speaking. When we were
growing up, we did not go out to eat, didn’t
go to the movies, and didn’t go on vacations.
Any entertainment was very rare. As a
family, we had modest means. My parents
had their children early in their lives. My
mother became a grandmother at 48. Most
of the older baby boomers had their children
earlier, the younger baby boomers had their
children late and there was a split within the
generation.
My wife and I had our children pretty
early, our son at 24 and had our daughter
at 28. My parents believed it was right
to have kids early. The size of the family
also shrank from my parents’ generation
to my generation: we had two. We did not
consider three. We decided to spend more
time with the kids and take the economic
factor of childbearing into account. That

was a wake-up call that resources were not
unlimited in some areas.
Chang: My parents’ generation had
large families. My father had eight siblings
and my mother had three brothers. My
grandparents experienced war and famine
constantly, but somehow managed to endure
and raise their children for a better future.
My parents’ generation normally had
two children per family, three maximum.
They received a complete education in
spite of the Great Famine. The parents
of Generation ’89 went to college after
the Communists took over in 1949, but
had completed school before the Cultural
Revolution started in 1966. Normally
they had their children during the Cultural
Revolution.
For my generation born from early
1960s to early 1970s, when we wanted
kids, only one child was allowed. But many
people in this generation got away from the
One Child Policy by paying the fine or going
abroad. The notorious One Child Policy

Lines of cars at the gas station during the Oil Embargo
is different from my parents’ generation,
because they would just adjust everything
to accommodate more children. A lot of
people in my generation had kids almost
at the same time, and things were geared
toward that.
Economy was good, but one example of
the negative was the Oil Embargo (19731974) during my college years. We were
seeing service station selling gas for a very
limited number of hours per day, maybe 2-3
hours/day; there were lines of cars at the
pumps. It was the first time in my life we
experienced the semblance of “rationing”
of any commodity. It had seemed that the
United States had plenty of everything. That

officially ended this year, so the future
generation will be allowed to have two kids
in China. When you think that it is up to the
Communist Party to decide how many kids
you can have, it is quite counter-intuitive.
For all the generation before us, resources
were scarce. It is impossible to imagine the
tremendous hardship and suffering my
grandparents and parents endured. My
generation is the first generation in modern
Chinese history to enjoy abundance of the
commodity and consumerism, at the cost of
total destruction of the environment.

Environment

King: There was very little care taken of
the environment before my generation. My

generation began to pay close attention to it.
When I was growing up, the Environmental
Protection Agency came into
existence. People began to
be more concerned with the
environment, the water, the air,
and other natural resources.
We began to hear about things
about “global warming.” We
had some accidents at nuclear
power plants. All these things
happened during my generation
and my kids’ generation.
My generation is more
accepting the environmental
issues from a scientific and
technological perspective,
trusting the government to be
on the ball concerning those
things. But sometimes it turned
out the government wasn’t on
the ball concerning these things.
Sometimes you see regulators come in
and be overly aggressive regarding the
environment.
On the other hand, my kids’ generation
growing up and seeing environmental
problems became immediately distrustful of
the government. For example, they might
say “don’t trust the government even if they
say the water is good.” Sadly, we are seeing
this played out today in Flint, Michigan.
Even in the state of Minnesota, we see some
failures of the water testing.
My generation continues in great part,
not in total, to put more trust and faith in
the government regarding environmental
issues. As things go on, there is a lot of
distrust of the government by my children’s
generation.
Wang: From late 1970s to early 1990s,
food and drug safety, as well as water and
air quality, were not issues. Food was
precious but organic, medicine was cheap
and effective, the sky was blue, and rivers
were clear.
Today in China: food safety issues are

everywhere. You probably have heard of
the recycled cooking oil and tainted baby
formula scandals. Unfortunately, they
are norms. The recycled and poisonous
cooking oil industry is controlled by the elite
families of the ruling Party and account for
at least 10 percent of all China’s cooking
oil, according to the Chinese FDA. The
drugs are no better: fake or ineffective drugs
occupy most of China’s pharmaceutical
market. Two directors of Chinese FDA were
convicted – one was executed - for selling
drug licenses to unqualified manufacturers.
But the problem goes on.

As for water today: the Chinese
government reported 43 percent of statemonitored rivers are so polluted they’re
unsuitable for human contact; at least 60
percent of all rivers are seriously polluted
and almost every single river is polluted.
China’s hazardous smog is also
notorious: during one interview, a 6-year
old Chinese girl told the reporter that she
had never seen a star at night. ♦

Rick King is executive vice president
and Chief Information Officer at Thomson Reuters, which provides professionals with the intelligence, technology and
human expertise they need to find trusted
answers. King and his wife live in Eden
Prairie, Minnesota. Chang Wang is chief
research and academic officer at Thomson Reuters. Wang and his wife live in
Eagan, Minnesota.
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Spotlight: Western media dismiss
Trump’s China “rape” metaphor
as “absurd”
[BEIJING, May 3] -- Western media
and experts have dismissed as “absurd” and
“nonsense” U.S. Republican presidential
front-runner Donald Trump’s accusation
that China is “raping” the United States
in trade.
Fox News noted on Monday that Trump
has long accused China of manipulating
its currency to boost the country’s exports.
However, his remarks in Fort Wayne, Indiana, on Sunday mark a graphic escalation in
his language. While he’s compared the policy to sexual assault before, this is the first
time he’s done so as a presidential candidate.
Trump’s comments are certain to stir
controversy, said Fox News.
The Independent said Trump’s language
“reached a new level over the weekend
when he accused China of ‘raping’ the United States through its trade policy.”
The newspaper also cited the U.S. Treasury as saying that none of the U.S. large
trading partners had engaged in currency
manipulation in the past year.
NBC News also noted that Donald
Trump has taken his rhetoric about China
to a new level.
ABC News said: “As Indiana’s primary nears, Donald Trump is under fire, yet
again, for another round of controversial
comments.”
According to Newsweek, Trump has

been repeatedly promising to tackle the
trade deficit if he is elected president. But
“critics say he
lacks the experience in international
affairs to become a strong leader.”
In an article named “Donald Trump Is
Wrong on China -- Again” on the Forbes
website, Tim Worstall, a senior fellow of
British think tank the Adam Smith Institute,
refuted almost Trump’s every accusation
against China.
“Donald Trump’s claim that China is
raping America is simply absurd and the
claim must be treated as the nonsense that
it is,” said Worstall. “China happens to be
producing things that American consumers
desire to have -- nothing like the vile and
foul crime of rape.”
That’s why he felt puzzled when hearing
Trump calling China “the greatest theft in
the history of the world,” because “It’s just
very difficult to think of people doing exactly what you desire them to do as being
theft,” Worstall said.
Trump has repeatedly attacked China’s
trade policy, claiming the country’s currency
devaluation would “suck the blood out” of
America.
Worstall tried to deal with Trump’s “misunderstanding.” Currently China works
very hard to keep the value of the renminbi
up instead of down, he noted.

The actions of the Chinese government
thus make exports from China into the
U.S. more expensive than they would be,
and make U.S. exports to China cheaper
than they otherwise would be -- exactly
the opposite of what Trump is claiming. If
China stopped “manipulating” then the trade
deficit would likely widen, said the expert.
Worstall also tried to clear another major
“misunderstanding” of Trump -- “imports
are the point and purpose of trade.”
“We are not being attacked, raped or
made poorer in any manner by buying more
goods from China than we sell to them.
Quite the contrary: We are made richer by
what we import.”
Although imports are recorded as a
subtraction from the gross domestic product,
exports as an addition to them, but this is
simply a trick of national accounting, not
a reflection of the underlying economic
reality.
“Both Adam Smith and Frederic Bastiat
tell us that the purpose of an economy is
consumption. What we get to eat, wear, play
with, travel in is what determines how rich
we are. Not how much we produce at all, but
how much we can consume. Imports are an
addition to what we can consume thus they
make us richer,” Worstall wrote. ♦
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Selling into Asia: What
are the keys to success
in today’s market?
Date: June 8, 7:30-9:30 a.m.
Location: International Market Square,
Studio 185 (275 Market St., Minneapolis).
Free parking.
Cost: Member, free; nonmember, $20;
student. $5
To register: Call Jim @ 612-865-6543
Speaker Michel Locquegnies will discuss
selling American products to Asian markets at
UCBC’s June breakfast meeting. This panel
discussion with three distinguished guests
from three different industries will share their
observations ideas on this challenging topic.:
• What key points are differentiated when selling
in Asia?
• How do you find and hire good sales people
in Asia?
• What are the key marketing principles used in
Asia vs. here in the USA?
• How does technology impact the cultural value
of relationships in selling products in Asia?
If you wish to head off problems selling your
products in Asia, this program is for you. Learn
from others who have been successful and avoid
some of the challenges with these new ideas.
Speaker Michel Locquegnies, owner of
Mark Tech International, LLC, has over 30
years experience working for U.S. and foreignheadquartered companies in a wide variety
of industries from Transportation, Aerospace,
IT and a variety of others. His firm advises
and leads clients to profitably expand their
global sales, market share, customer base, and
supplier base through using direct sales force;
manufacturer’s representatives; and commission
agents; value added resellers; system integrators;
and distributors.

The impact of the outcome of the American
election upon China

After a thorough analysis of the
American primaries so far, it is apparent
that Donald Trump may end up as the
Republican Candidate while it is almost
certain that Hilary Clinton will secure the
nomination to become the Democratic
candidate for the presidency.
Up to a few months ago, most people
in general and Americans in particular
ridiculed Trump’s announcement that he
will run for the presidency.
Most individuals believed that it was
a publicity stunt. However, time proved
them wrong. Trump seems to be holding
a significant lead over his opponents in
almost all polls conducted so far along with
winning three primaries.
One may wonder about the impact of
the outcome of the American election on the
world in general and China’s future relations
with the USA in particular.
If the world is fortunate enough, Hilary

Clinton or Bernie Sanders will win the
election. Their presidency may not deviate
noticeably from the current policies of
Obama.
However, one question could come to
mind which would focus on Americans’
ability to accept a female president that has
some skeletons in her closet and unresolved
issues regarding using private emails and
her lies about the Benghazi attack along with
her husband’s philandering ways.
As for Sanders, his religious beliefs may
lead some to abstain from voting for him.
Most nations hope that the USA under
the presidency of Hillary Clinton or Sanders
will take a more active role in resolving
the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. American
relations with the Arab countries, Iran,
Russia and Cuba, will improve after the
rocky relations under the presidency of
Obama.
Hilary is dead set against cooperating

with China. However, considering that
China is a vital partner in dealing with major
issues such climate-change policy, WMD
proliferation and global economic growth,
Hilary Clinton will have no other option but
to seek equal partnership with China.
As for Trump, he succeeded in offending
female voters and isolated Muslims with his
derogatory and irresponsible statements. He
has already infuriated Muslims by indicating
that he will ban Muslims from entering the
USA. Consequently, his presidency will be
full of chaos and turmoil.
He said that he will stop Iran’s nuclear
program by any and all means. He indicated
that he will send Mexicans back to their
country and erect a massive fence on the
border with Mexico. He also intends to
bring jobs back from Mexico.
His views regarding improving relations
with Cuba seem to be influenced by political
ambitions according to most political

analysts. He changed his mind and aligned
his views with those of Obama’s.
As for his views regarding future
relations with China, he intends to bring jobs
back to the States. He claimed that he will
abolish the made-in-China label and reduce
its control of the global market regarding
commodities and goods.
The relations between China and the
USA will be rocky to say the least. He is
too confrontational to establish a mutually
beneficial collaboration with world leaders,
including the government of China.
Regardless of who will win the
presidency of the USA, American policies
need a major alteration in order to achieve
peace and friendly relations with other
nations.
As for American relations with China,
Americans must alter their perceptions
regarding their fear of the spread of Chinese
influence worldwide and see China as an
equal partner in dealing with universal
issues.
We just hope that Americans take a
few moments to examine the stands of
each candidate and the impact of his or her
presidency on the future of the world before
casting their votes. ♦
The opinions expressed here are those
of the writer and don’t represent views of
China Daily.
Holding an honorary professorship from
China, Hassan is a Canadian Egyptian
author, poet and educator. He had published
three books and wrote numerous articles
in various topics in Canada, USA and
China. He also won several writing awards,
including four from China. Currently, he
is residing in China with his Chinese wife.
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Elegant toilet culture
to boost tourism
By Jack Sim & Sun Xi , China Daily, May 20, 2016
May19 was China’s sixth National
Tourism Day. China’s domestic tourism
market has been booming in last decade,
with a 10 percent annual growth on average
and spending is expected to reach around
$890 billion by 2020.
However, the bottleneck in China’s
domestic tourism market is now none other
than its “inadequate, dirty and chaotic”
toilets. As Li Jinzao, head of the China
National Tourism Administration, has
pointed out, a dirty toilet destroys the efforts
of all kinds of tourist resort promotions and
their negative impact is hard to erase.
That was why, the CNTA launched
a nationwide three-year “Tourism Toilet
Revolution” in January 2015, with the goal
of building and reconstructing 57,000 public
toilets by the end of 2017. Only last year,
more than 20,000 new toilets were built.
Actually, Beijing’s 2008 Olympic
Games was the beginning of China’s toilet
revolution. In an effort to ensure their
success, the Chinese government invested
billions of yuan in building 4,000 new public
toilet facilities to world-class standards. To
showcase the great progress that was made,
Beijing hosted the World Toilet Summit
in 2004, with the help of the World Toilet
Organization.
There is no doubt the Chinese government
has the capability to deliver any ambitious

infrastructure commitment quickly. But it
is the software that is critical to the success
of the toilet revolution. China’s toilets
are generally “unevenly scattered, poorly
managed and low in quality.”
That could be remedied by following the
“ABC” rule, namely architecture, behavior
and cleaning.
First of all, public toilets have to be
user-friendly to a wide variety of people
of both genders, from mothers with babies
to kids and adults, as well as the elderly
and disabled. Architects and the facility
owners need to be “toilet-trained” so that
they understand how to design for different
types of buildings and the needs of different
demographics.
However, behavior is the most critical
part for success. It includes environmental
conditioning inside the toilet that guides the
user’s behavior as well as the awareness of
behavioral norms of society at large. To
promote public education of toilet usage,
both rational and aspirational approaches
are needed. Past experience shows that
rather than lecturing posters, motivating
aspirations of personal elegance often
proves most successful. When a toilet
respects the users, the chances of reciprocal
respect from the user are also higher.
Clean toilets also require the
professionalization of cleaners, facility

managers, and owners. Right training,
equipment and supplies are critical success
factors. In fact, many public toilets in China
have been constructed according to high
standards, but as the management is not up
to the same standards, they become dirty
and fall into disrepair quickly.
The ancient Chinese had a culture of
recycling excreta into fertilizers and this
practice created plenty of toilet designs that
facilitated the manual collection of excreta
especially in rural areas even today. As these
designs were not focused on the enjoyment
and privacy of the individuals, an elegant
toilet culture did not develop in many parts
of China.
Now, with the past 30 years of rapid
economic growth, Chinese people enjoy
quality lifestyles in almost every aspect.
Yet an elegant toilet culture is still missing.

It has caused major anomalies and incurred
many complaints both inside and outside
China. Therefore, promoting a better toilet
culture will not only boost more in-bound
tourists, it will also be welcome by the host
countries receiving out-bound Chinese
tourists. ♦

Jack Sim is founder of the World
Toilet Organization and visiting fellow
at the Institute of Water Policy from
the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public
Policy at the National University of
Singapore. Sun Xi is an independent
commentary writer based in Singapore
and alumnus of the Lee Kuan Yew
School of Public Policy.
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2016 public perceptions show rising distrust
of U.S.-China relationship
[BEVERLY HILLS, April 13, 2016] –
A new survey conducted by the Committee
of 100 (C-100) – a non-profit organization of
prominent Chinese American leaders from
politics, business, media and entertainment
and academia – underscores that Americans
view cooperation between the two countries
as critical and recognize the benefits of
increased trade and investment. Americans
are, however, skeptical of China’s economic,
military and political intentions.
The aim of C-100’s survey is to determine
American attitudes toward China, including
those of Chinese Americans, to foster a more
fact-based dialogue within and between the
two countries.
The snapshot survey also was conducted
to ensure the topics discussed at C-100’s
upcoming Annual Conference are grounded
in data to encourage a constructive, factdriven conversation.
Key highlights
• The survey found that views of China as
a partner to the U.S. are at an all-time high
since this question was first asked in 2007.
Specifically, nearly two in three Americans
(63 percent) say China is a very important
partner to the U.S.
• Favorable views of China are similarly at
an all-time high – 57 percent say they have
a favorable impression, while 43% hold
unfavorable views.
• The partnership between the two countries
is, however, grounded in limited trust: three
in four Americans (75 percent) call China a
serious or potential economic threat. More
than three in four Americans (77 percent)

call China a serious or potential military
threat.
• “The American understanding of the U.S.China relationship is being undermined by
distrust and miscommunication. These
findings clearly show that there has never
been a more important time for C-100 to
promote cross-cultural understanding,” said
C-100 spokesperson Frank Wu “C-100 is
proud to have led this unique survey since
1994. This ongoing effort is a testament to
the organization’s mission to improve the
quality of the dialogue about U.S.-China
issues We are excited to share this survey
and discuss its findings during our upcoming
Annual Conference to drive a fact-based
conversation,” Wu added.
Other findings from the survey include:
• Concerns about cybersecurity have
tripled since 2012. Americans consider
cybersecurity (30 percent) to be as pressing
of a concern as U.S. job loss (34%) and the
trade deficit (31 percent). Cybersecurity is
also seen as the most likely source of conflict
between the U.S. and China.
• Concerns about discrimination remain an
issue for Chinese Americans. Three in four
(76 percent) Chinese Americans say that
their community faces discrimination at
work. Two in five (41 percent) Americans
say that Chinese and Chinese American
government employees and private sector
researchers and scientists pose a security
risk to the U.S.
• Chinese investment in the U.S. is cautiously
welcomed. Nearly 70 percent of Americans
say the U.S. should encourage

Chinese investment. However, nearly
half (48 percent) believe that these deals
are politically motivated and designed to
increase China’s influence over the U.S.
• Support for investment becomes more
mixed when looking at specific industry
sectors. For example, 42 percent have a
negative impression of Chinese investment
in Hollywood’s film industry. 25 percent
say they worry about content control when
Chinese investors are involved.
• Americans are less optimistic that China’s
economic development will lead to social
and political change in China. 29 percent
strongly agree that social change will occur,
down 20 points from C-100’s 2012 survey.
26 percent believe political change will
occur, down 22 points from 2012.
• Despite these challenges, both the U.S.
and China receive credit for improving
bilateral relations. 43 percentsay the U.S.
government has done an excellent or good
job in improving relations, up 13 points from
C-100’s 2007 survey. 35 percent say the
Chinese government has done an excellent
or good job, up 10 points from 2007.
The survey findings demonstrate that
improving international diplomacy through
education and leadership initiatives will help
build trust. This conversation will continue
at C-100’s 26th Annual Conference, which
was held on April 16 in Beverly Hills, Calif.
The survey was distributed and analyzed
by Brunswick Insight and included the
views of a nationally representative sample
of 1,000 respondents (±3.1 percent margin
of error) and an oversample of 200 Chinese

Americans (±6.9 percent margin of error).
The survey was conducted from March
1-10, 2016.
For more information and to access the
full survey briefing, please visit: http://bit.
ly/c100surv0416. ♦

About Committee of 100

The Committee of 100 is a membership
organization of Chinese Americans dedicated
to the spirit of excellence and achievement
in America.
The Committee’s purpose is to provide
leadership and act as a constructive force in
the dual mission of:
•
Promoting the full participation of
all Chinese Americans in American society
and acting as a public policy resource for the
Chinese-American community
•
Promoting constructive dialogue
and relationships between the peoples and
leaders of the United States and Greater
China.
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Traffic Zone Gallery display works of three
local Chinese artists during Open Studio event
By Greg Hugh

The Traffic Zone Center for Visual Art
(TZCVA) recently held an Open Studio
event that included works by Pat Hui, Paul
Kwok and guest artist Weiming Lu. The
Open Studio event allowed the community
to meet co-op artists, view and purchase
artwork in a studio setting.
TZCVA is an artist cooperative located

in the historic Warehouse District of
downtown Minneapolis, Minn. Founded
in 1993, TZCVA was established to create
an artist-owned and managed building that
provides stable, safe, and affordable studio,
teaching and exhibition space for mid-career
visual artists. TZCVA is a partnership
between Artspace Projects, Inc., a leading

national nonprofit real estate developer
for the arts, and a cooperative of 23 artistmembers.
Pat Hui and Paul Kwok are inspired
by the traditions of Chinese painting,
calligraphy and poetry. They are equally
inspired by the color, gesture and open
narrative capacity of western abstract
painting. Philosophy, poetry, calligraphy
and color come together with elegance
and synergy in this exhibition of abstract
paintings. Both artists combine and fuse
the sensibility and esthetic traditions of
Chinese and western art in these colorful
works that evoke the landscape, the sky and
the horizon.
Pat Hui was born in Hong Kong. She
studied traditional Chinese ink painting with
Hong Kong master Lui Shou-Kwan. She
has a B.A. degree in Western and Chinese
philosophy from the University of Hong
Kong, and also studied philosophy and studio
art at the University of Minnesota. She has
been exhibiting her work professionally for
30 years, in Hong Kong and Minneapolis.
Hui lays down thick strokes of color
that typically flood the page in a vertical
or horizontal format. Her practice also
includes Chinese calligraphy, based on a
study of the traditional techniques. Her
works often combine the use of painting and

calligraphy, bringing together the text with
painterly interpretation.
Paul Kwok was born in Kwangtung,
China. He has a B.S. degree in geography
from The Chinese University of Hong
Kong, an M.A. degree in geography from
the University of Minnesota. He has been
exhibiting his work professionally for 30
years in Hong Kong and Minneapolis.
Kwok’s colors are often subtle, with
areas of white paper reflecting through
the atmospheric treatment that evokes the
land, the horizon, the sky or the setting sun.
Inspired by nature, color and the spaces in
between, his work speaks the language of
visual poetry.
Joining Hui and Kwok at their
studio was Weiming Lu, internationally
known calligrapher and award-winning
urban planner. Lu’s works showed how
calligraphy could be integrated with other
artforms: landscape, painting, poetry, music,
photography, dance and architecture, plus
computer-generated calligraphy design.
He studied traditional calligraphy in a
family devoted to arts and architecture.
His work has been published in galleries
in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Japan and China.
Additional information about Traffic
Zone Gallery at http://www.trafficzoneart.
com. ♦

Gardening

Peonies
Continued from page 9
This large, hardy perennial produces
flowers in a wide range of colors, from
white through all shades of pink to red.
Originally grown for its roots, which were
used in traditional Chinese medicine, this
species has been selected by gardeners for
various flower forms and colors. There now
exist thousands of varieties of this peony. In
addition, hybridization with other species
has introduced yet more forms and color
combinations to our gardens.
China is also the native home of the
tree or woody peonies. In contrast to P.
lactiflora, which dies to the ground every
fall, the tree peonies — actually the size
of large shrubs — have woody stems that
persist for a number of years. The Chinese
have prized tree peonies for more than
1,000 years and, in addition to using the
traditional name mudan, have called tree
peonies hua wang, or the king of flowers.
During the Tang Dynasty (A.D. 618-907),
tree peonies became fashionable at court and
they remained favorites in imperial gardens
for centuries. Plants were collected from
the wild and also grown from seeds. The
seedlings with the most beautiful flowers
were selected and propagated by grafting.
In Europe the native Paeonia officinalis
also has been long grown for medicinal
use. In fact, the genus is named after
Paeon, physician of the Greek gods
and the mythological discoverer of the
medical properties of many herbs. In
botanical nomenclature, the specific epithet
“officinalis” denotes a plant that is used for
medicinal purposes. Dioscorides, the first
century Greek physician and pharmacist,

included peonies in his multi-volume
work on medicinal plants. His book was
influential and widely used for 1500 years.
P. officinalis is also grown for ornamental
reasons but as it has less diversity in
flower form and color, it is not as
commonly grown in gardens as the
Chinese varieties.
The Chinese peony, P. lactiflora,
was introduced to Europe in the late 18th
century and still later to America. The
diversity of forms and colors attracted
much interest and the plant was soon
widely grown. Empress Josephine, wife
of Napoleon Bonaparte, grew Chinese
peonies at her estate, Malmaison. English
and French plantsmen took advantage of the
properties of the Chinese peony and created
many hybrids that became fashionable.
Some of those 19th century varieties are still
grown today. In the 20th century, American
hybridizers came to forefront and introduced
hundreds of varieties, including hybrids of
P. lactiflora with other species that gave
rise to new colors such as coral and peach.
Because peonies grow well in cold climates,
Minnesota became a hotbed of peony
hybridizing and growing. This tradition
continues today at several nurseries.
The most recent important development
in the peony world began with the work
of Japanese nurseryman Toichi Itoh in the
mid-20th century. He managed to succeed
where others had failed: to hybridize an
herbaceous peony with a tree peony. He
got viable seed only after making thousands
of crosses. Sadly, he did not live to see
his path-breaking plants bloom as peonies

can take as long as seven years from
seed to first flowering. However, his
family grew the seedlings on and
introduced
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require a certain period of low temperatures
Mary Yee is a Hennepin County Master
and dormancy to develop flower buds. Gardener volunteer and a member of the
They grow very well in Minnesota and the Minnesota Peony Society. She grows more
Minnesota Peony Society’s annual show than 70 varieties of peonies in her garden. ♦

